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Abstract 

In recent years graphic novels have grown in number and popularity. Many people who grew up 

with comics as a child and have been drawing cartoons from a young age are growing up and 

finding that cartoonir).g is the best way they have to express their ideas. As a mediun_;,it offers artists 

many unique opportunities that literature doesn't. By combining both graphic and written art forms 

authors can eschew exposition to set the scene and describe things instead depicting the scene 

through images. They can also change the mood or tone just by altering their style or changing the 

colors. Many of these new works of graphic fiction are popular fiction, entertaining and interesting 

to read but lack the substance that a work ofliterature has. In this essay I prove that, despite the 

number ofpeople who dismiss mnic books or graphic novels as childish or immature, some 1\ 

graphic novels are in fact true rks of literary art. l have come to the conclusion that the dismissal 

of graphic novels, on the groun s that a story told with pictures is to simplistic to carry the 
:> 

emotional depth and strength of literature, is completely unfounded. This is because in works of 

graphic literature like the three orks I selected the art carries as much poetry and meaning as the 

text if not more. 

[Word count: 224] 
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The tension between high culture and popular culture has been in play throughout history. For some, 
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popular culture is seen as having lesser or no value to society because it is a mass-produced product 

aimed at generating profit, with a perceived purpose to pacify the masses through mindless 

entertainment. Conversely, high culture with its focus on artistry, authorship and one-of-a-kind 
~ 

product, is assumed to serve a more transcendent purpose, inciting people to think in new ways, and 
~ 

is therefore attributed - rightly or wrongly - to having a greater value to society. This tension is 

largely defined by the arbiters of high art (i .e. critics, social theorists, English professors, for a start) 

and their opinions on the differences between what they see as high art and popular culture. We can 

see the tension between popular culture and high art in all forms of art: pop music vs. classical 

pieces; mass-produced art vs. unique visual arts; art house films vs. Hollywood blockbusters; and 

popular fiction vs. literature. This essay will examine a relatively new form of storytelling, the 

graphic novel, and determine whether or not the graphic novels I have chosen: Maus, Watchmen 

./ 
and Essex County can be categorized as literature. 

I 

To begin to examine whether or not a graphic novel should be declared literature, it is necessary to 

spend some time talking about literature. Just what is it that separates literature from other forms of 

prose, or more specifically, from popular fiction? One might assume the first step wou~ 

open a book and get the defmition of literature. However, fmding a solid definition for literature is 

much harder then it may seem. After much reading, you will find that there is no single unified 

theory ofliterature. In essence, literature is indefinable. Throughout its history literature has 

continuously changed its form and structure as new authors bring new ideas, techniques and 

subjects to bear in new works. With these new authors and ideas comes a shift in literature. Many 

authors, at any given time, will fit the previous generation's preconceptions about what literature 

should look like. However, some authors will be radically different from the current norm and will ------call for critics to examine and perhaps change their views. Out of this change in views new forms of 

literature are accepted into the canon. This difficulty in defining literature is evidenced by the fact 
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that, although most literary critics seem to agree on what works fall into which category (literature 

or popular fiction) they are not consistent with their reasons why a particular work falls into either 

category, or even on the criteria they use to assess a work. 

Given the shifting ground, this essay will look to the Formalist school ofliterary ctiticism to help 

define literature with regard to graphic novels. The Formalist school of criticism is scientific and 

procedural in its approach, which lends itself well to creating a definition from which to compare 

the works this paper will be exploring. It is also flexible in its approach to the idea that the literary 

arts have evolved over time. llsi!!$ Formalist theories as well as personal observations on the 
.--, 

evolution of art, to firmly prove the idea that graphic novels should not be excluded from literature. 

Out of the possible schools ofliterary criticism I investigated, Formalism offers the most relevant 

information and insights into literature. Formalists take a scientific approach to literature, focusing 

on the literariness of the work, its common forms, tropes and language as evidenced by this quote 

from the famous Formalist Roman Jakobsen, "the object of the science of literature is not literature 

but literariness that is, that which makes a given work a work of literature." (Norton Anthology 

1 066). I chose this school of thought because it offers a quantifiable structure and it deals with the 

question: What are the aspects of a written work that qualify it as literature? 

Formalism uses a number of criteria to differentiate literature from other forms of prose including, 

the language used and the idea of common structures and tropes that run throughout literature. The 

isolation of poetic language from practical language was one ofthe first goals of early Formalists in 

their scientific study of literature. Practical language, they described as the language of thought. 
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Practical language is used to communicate factual information, where the value is not placed on the 

sounds or other features of the languagl, only the information that is transferred. Poetic language 

places independent value in the sounds and features of the language (Norton Anthology pg 1 066). 

Poetic language communicates not only infmmation (in the case of literature, the description of 

what is going on) but the symbols, metaphors, motifs or other devices which help to provide a 

deeper context. The context can be emotional (tragic, pitiable or terrifying things) or referential to 

other parts of the work (motifs, repetitions) that goes beyond practical relaying of information. The 

works to be examined in this paper all contain the use of poetic language as defined in Formalism. 

When examining the graphic novel, one must also take into consideration the fact that graphic 

novels use both text and image. The images in graphic novels are also a form of graphic language 

that serves both practical and poetic uses. The text is joined with the images in such a way that one 

cannot exist without the other. A historical example of this bond between image and text can be 

found in the poems and accompanying etchings of William Blake. His poem, The Tyger, has text 

that paints a fearsome image of a tiger, but is accompanied by an etching of a timid, smiling tiger. 

/ 
This image encourages the reader to think more carefully about what the text is saying. Separately, 

the poem and picture are beautiful, but when viewed together they play off each other and create a 

deeper meaning. Blake's works are superb examples of how image and text can be fused; the image 

is not simply illustrative of the text, but rather part of a larger whole. The image becomes integral to 

1 

the understanding of the writing. A strength of poetry is created through the interplay between the 

two forms. 

In the graphic novel, the text can arguably be said to make use of literary devices, but the addition 

of images has the potential to add additional levels of meaning through the use of graphic devices. 

In a lecture about his book, Maus, Art Speigelman talks about these graphic devices such as, 
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diagramming, visual metaphors, motifs and symbols (Speigelman, why comics ... ). Diagrams in 

comics can be used for both practical and poetic purposes; they bring a complex form or idea to 

their base elements so they can be relayed with less complexity to the reader. A diagram used for 

poetic reasons does the same, but with different effect. By reducing the information to its most basic 

elements, it allows for the metaphor or other poetic device to become clearer. This concentration of 

significance on seemingly minor details. Some of the best examples ofthis diagramming and 

(,/c.. ~ ~ ~IN~ 2 
ideas is very helpful when reading the book critically because it allows the author to put great 

graphic language are seen in Maus. 

Maus contains strong poetic language in the written compon t. This can be seen in the complex 

interaction between Art and his father, as Art struggles to understand his father and why he is the 

way his is, before it is too late. However, because the majority for the text in Maus is in the form of 

dialogue, much of the poetic language in the work comes by way of the graphic elements. In many 

cases the text is either Vladek explaining things to his son or the dialogue of various characters, the 

result is language is not complex or full of metaphor, but remains true to the limits ofthe characters. 

In Maus, the images are used to add commentary on the actions of the characters and to the 

complexity of their inner conflicts. We can see a strong example of this graphic poetry being used 

on page 74 (Appendix page 28) as the characters are discussing their father. When Franciose says, 

"It's so peaceful here at night. It's almost impossible to believe Auschwitz ever 

happened"(Speigelman 74). The main character, being bitten by insects, sprays them with 

insecticide and walks causally back inside. The following panel remains focused on the bugs falling ----.......-
dead to the ground. Characters, s cure in their knowledge that the bugs are simply pests to be 

eradicated, are compared to how the Nazis viewed Jews. With a simple graphic metaphor, the 

graphic novel communicates wi h great power both how casually the Germans exterminated what 

they saw as lesser beings, and ow easily the horrors and atrocities oe 7n be forgotten in our 

d. ~.JV'~~ 
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age of relative peace and stability. It does this, with great efficiency and efficacy, in the extremely 

small space of one page. 

A further example of well-executed poetic diagramming can be seen in the map of Auschwitz on 

page 52 ofMaus II (Appendix page 27). In the center of the page, a diagram of Auschwitz easily 

depicts the camp and explains its scale. However, the map also serves to displace the surrounding 

panels. It serves to illustrate and underscore the massive rift in the relationship between Art and his 

father- a rift that has been caused by his father 's experiences at Auschwitz. It graphically 

demonstrates how the memory of Auschwitz looms over the father and is ever-present in their 

conversations. 

~5~ 

In Essex County, we can see that, like Maus, its text is alsoirl; entirely dialogue, either through 

character conversations or internal monologues, as when L u is recounting the story of his life to 

the reader. It is in these internal moments where poetic language is most obvious and illuminating. 

A powerful example of this poetry :is on page 242-243 of Essex County (Appendix page 20, 21). 

The metaphors used on these pages are excellent examples of the poetic language in both the art and 

text. Much like Maus, both written and graphic metaphor are used in conjunction with the images to 

create a deeper mean:ing and stronger emotional connection with the text. The metaphor of the city 

as a great beast that sucks you in until you are just a cell in its body demonstrates Lou's increasing 

feelings of insignificance and detachment in his life. It does so in a way that produces a visceral 

reaction that either the text or graphics alone could not accomplish. Ashamed, he cannot return to 

the farm and so stays in the city and loses more of himself to the beast that is the city each day. 

As in Maus another example of the poetry in the image appears through diagramming. On page 376 

of Essex County (Appendix pg 24), there is a map ofthe county and it serves the practical purpose 
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of illustrating that the nurse travels all over the county on her rounds. However, the image of the 

map is faded and distant. The car, alone on the map, conveys a sharp sense of loneliness and 

disconnection from the world as it drives across the huge gulf of empty space created by the map. 

Watchmen too, has many examples that the Formal& ould agree are poetic language (Appendix 

Watchmen pg.25, 26). When the character Rorschach relays events to the psychologist, his short, 

c lipped manner o~veals a Jack of emotion and feeling in his character. The language sets a 

dark tone for Rorschach's character and provides additional weight to the story he tells of the 

senseless and brutal murder of a young girl. The language in this passage clearly communicates 

more than just facts to the reader. It provides emotional layers and a sense ofunease through 

Rorschach's bleak outlook on life. The use of metaphor and simile serve to add impact and depth to 

the text as opposed to simply giving a more specific meaning. 

In terms of graphic devices, Watchmen differs from the other two works in that the author was not 

the illustrator. It can be suggested that the graphics in Watchmen are not as well connected and 

urposeful as the other two novels. In Watchmen the importance of the art comes more from its 

mpact on the structure and flow of the _novel. 

~v~ 

Another aspect the Formalists saw as important was the structure of the narrative. They suggested 

that certain devices are used throughout literature. These literary devices are the most common 

example given for these recurring structures. They placed importance on these structures, as they 

are some of the few constants in the continually evolving landscape of literature. As works of 

literature, all three selected texts contain these patterns. However, the graphic format allows for 

these structures to be used in different ways than they previously could. 
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In Essex County, there is an excellent example of repetition (Appendix Essex county 17-19, 22, 23). 

In this passage Lou repeats the line: "I picked a fight and made sure I lost- Tf there was one thing I 

could count on ... - it was his temper... He was unstoppable ... - .. .like a bull." The first time it 

happens Lou was making his brother Vince mad to bring out the best in his brother. Getting him .............._ 

angry made his brother much more determined to win. The second time he picks a losing fight to 

bring out the worst in his broth~ He wants his brother to feel as guilty as he does, so he goads him 

into a violent outburst. 

This also demonstrates something that can be done only in a graphic format. Text can be repeated 

nearly word for word but the action on the page can put it in a dramatically different tone. In a 

traditional novel you would have to describe the scene and action with practical language that 

would take emphasis away from the direct repetition by drowning it with exposition. In a graphic 

novel the practical language is distilled down to basic forms and images, diagrams of the action, 

which allows it to get out ~ ~e way of the poetic language. /r . l .•.. -~ : !,{, 
1 
t ~ 

\ "'-~ W ~=> ~~""'T ~ 
Maus contains many of the Fmmalist's defining devices as can be seen in the motif of the 

smokestacks. It is obvious in the story that they represent death and, on page 55 of Maus II 

(Appendix page 29), they are used to indicate that the Hungarians were being murdered. The 

overarching and most striking visual metaphor is the use of anthropomorphic characters. The Jews 

are depicted as mice and the Germans as cats to und,7score their roles in the holocaust. In one 

metaphor, the reader as critic instantly attaches characteristics and a large amount of sub-textual 

meaning to an entire group of people depending on the creature used to represent them. Speigelman 

also plays on Hitler's metaphor that the Jewish people were mice; he makes the Germans lookthe 

most human but act the most inhuman, which serves to criticize the metaphor set out by Hitler to 

dehumanize the Jewish people. 
I k I 
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Elements of repetition and foreshadowing can also be found in Watchmen in, "The Black Freighter", 

the complicated story within a story. "The Black Freighter" parallels and foreshadows the events of 
... . 

the main plot, specifically pertaining to Adrian Veidt. Veidt, who is thought to be a hero, is in the 
----------------~ 

end revealed to be the villain. Just as Veidt is killing the crime fighters and using their deaths to 

hide his true purpose, the Mariner in "The Black Freighter" uses the corpses of his friends to build a 

raft to escape. While Veidt believes he is doing the right thing by killing half the population of 

Manhattan, the Mariner, believes that the black ship has already taken his village, and murders two 

innocents he thinks are pirates. This grim mirroring of the plot provides a moral commentary to the 

action of the plot, much like a Greek chorus might. 

The Formalist definition is not only clear on the forms that make up literature, but it also discusses 

the constant evolution of literature. The selected works each have the elements the Formalists say 

f.... make up a literary work. The examples above are just a few of the strongest examples of poetic 

language and common devices. These works have many additional instances of these suggesting 

that these three works can, by using a Formalist definition, be considered literature. The Formalists 

may not have anticipated graphic storytelling in their writings, but they leave room for any potential 

evolution ofliterature in their works because they understood that literature is constantly changing. 

In researching this paper, the idea that literature is always evolving, is frequently mentioned. As 

Aristotle, one of the first to grapple with defining literature, discusses in Poetics, the evolution of 

the tragedy and epic from improvised songs to plays can be clearly seen. The Formale also 

discuss the evolution of literature. In fact, they include the idea of literature as evolving in their 

definition of literature. It can be suggested that graphic novels should be considered as literature 

because they represent the latest evolution of literature. "'Il! 
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As discussed in at the beginning of this paper, there are some forms of literature that are radically 

different from the norm, but nonetheless deserve to be included under the term literature. In 

prominent Russian Formalist, Yury Tynyanov's essay, "The Literary Fact," he discusses the 

evolution of literature, not as a straight line, but as a broken one. He suggests that new art forms 

evolve from lesser, or in evolutionary terms "proto", works in their genre to higher forms, as "apex" 

dJ, works. As each new technique of art arises from old forms, the artists involved develop, shape and 

add to the tropes and forms of past art as well as new elements and styles. The works emerging 

from this period of growth and change are typically discredited by the critics (champions) of the 

previous style, these new forms are, in their eyes, lacking the correct form and style and cannot 

possibly be literature. However, there comes a point during this growth where the new technique is 

mastered and refined and the form starts to be taken seriously by critics, artists and, more 

importantly, the audience. The artists begin to work less on creating forms and techniques and more 

on expressing meaningful ideas through their works. It is at this point in the development of a new 

technique, when critics begin to comment upon the literary values inherent in these works, that the 

new fonns can generally be accepted as apex art. In the case of graphic novels, this process of 

moving from proto to apex art is key to its being considered as literature. 

Each new form of literature began as proto art. In fact, Aristotle describes the evolution of tragedy, 

one of the oldest and most respected forms of literature as, "arising from an improvisatory 

beginning [a1 ] .. . passing through many changes, tragedy came to a halt, since it had attained its 

own nature"(Norton Anthology 93,94). The novel once viewed as cheap entertainment for the 

masses over time reached apex status in the hands of authors such as Mark Twain, Fyodor ------Dostoyevsky and Leo Tolstoy, to name a few. True to form, early novels struggled to gain 

recognition as literature until examined by later critics, such as the Formalists, who had not spent 

\ I I 
L 
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their entire careers looking at the literature of a previous cycle. Early critics cited Dostoyevsky's 

works as having, "bad form"(Norton Anthology pg 1075) and other, now famous, novelists as 

having no form at all. This was because these novelists were writing in a way that had not been 

done before. They were creating a new form ofliterature. I> \o l k ... ~ r~u... 

~II I• 

This same evolutionary cycle can be found in many other art forms. In music, for example, the 

cycle of proto to apex happens much faster than forms such as literature. Perhaps this is because of 

the fact that tastes and fashion cycles in music happen at a greater pace or that it takes less time to 

create music than a piece of literature. Regardless, in relatively short time, new genres of music 

emerge and are quickly dismissed by early critics. And again, true to form, as the style matures and 

audience appreciation develops, it is accepted as apex art. This is true of virtually any art form. 

Creators who pioneer a new forms struggle for legitimacy and it is only later in the cycle that critics 

come to see these new forms as legitimate works of art. 

The graphic novels explored in this paper, Maus, Watchmen and Essex County, are all examples of 

the graphic genre reaching the level of apex art. They are the pinnacle ofthe graphic novel form as 

it has evolved from early comics strips. To be clear, this is not to say that these selections are the 

best of their type but only to suggest that they are fully matured works of art within the graphic 

genre. The works tell a story using a profound combination of images and text in a way that could 

not be told in any other genre. In addition to their formal aspects, each of these works presents and 

is concerned with themes such as the Holocaust, family values and structure and the morality of 

human beings. Dealing with serious themes indicates authors and an audience that are ready to 

think critically about the works of art in the genre. These are not works of popular fiction written 

with for the sole purpose of entertainment. These works have social value to readers now and the 

future. They are serious works, grappling with large themes and topic, with the intention that they 
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will be engaged with critically and not mindlessly consumed. These are works of literature and of 

that, there should not be any doubt. 
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co"ldo't '-~~it to set oH the f~r,.., 

... ""ove to the biS cit')' ~od pl~'f 
hocke.'f· 
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Aod here I '-~~s. b"t '-~itho\lt 
hocke'f ... ~od '-~'tho\lt ,..,y ')'o\lth . 

i..lal-1 ~--. uu 
'~· 

lle•ns, los t H\ •ts 
a.rter•es. 
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And, the longer l 

sto.yed, the less l felt 
like Myself ... 
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My heo.rinS ~o.sn·t 
the only thinS I 

~o.s losing ... 
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So, 1 picked 0. f i9ht · 
o.od MO.de 

svre I lost ... 

AND I LOVED 
"Eli:. TOO. 
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--SO liEF..E'S AN OLOIE 
SOT A GOOOIE FF-01"\ 

T"E PLATTEF..S ... 
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"IMAGINED L1M8LE'~5 (::EI..T 
TOI25C'5 1~51DE; BREA5"T5 

BLACKENING ; ScLLIE5 
SMOL0€1211-JG- I?U~'5Tit-J6 
II>JTO l=="t..AME ONfS BV 0~-JE 
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"5T000 IN ~IQEL16HT1 ~WEI.TERIN6 
81.0005TAIN ON CHEST LII(E MAP 

01=' VIOLENT NEW CONTINENT 

"LOOKeD AT 5KY Tl-4~0()61-1 
5MOKE HEAVY WI TI-l HUMAN FAT 
Ai-JD 60D WA6 NOT T1-4E~E ~E 

COlD, GU~l=O~AT'ING DARK 
GOE5 ON I='"OREVER, ANO 

WE .ARE Al-ONE 
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tM "n\E 8£61/Ut/ING 1 KME.W 
O"'L"l HEll MUM8EI\1 I'M~ ~T 
SWE W~S Mkf .. '" &lk~~V. 
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'ft\\' \ fOVK) OIIT '&\' \HOI\¥-ER$ 
Ff\OM &lft.k£1\"V VIIH"l fM5Ep 
VolMER€. \ W6\~ TEAt .. I~~ £w,&.lM, 
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,,..,. ~N\1\'Z.\l\~ \-\OW \-\~~\) 
l'{ \$ 10 ~f~\) 1\ W\-\Ol.E 
n.'{ v.Jtn\ \\\N\. HE ~\J~1 
~~1)\f\~~ So M\Jt"' TE~S\Ot\, 
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Poott. <i\JY. I 6U£SS 
~£.~WORSE "0'\1\~ 
USUPtL SE~USE 
Of Mr..L~ •" 
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W\\£t& \ Vl~\-rt:p1"o "tUA 
-n.~P.£, I SAW 'IJm\ MY 
0~ ~'(£.~"OW \TWA~ ... 
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